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NFT
An NFT, i.e., Non-Fungible Token, cannot be divided, interchanged, or standardized.
By contrast, an FT, i.e., Fungible Token, is interchangeable with other FTs and can
be split infinite times. NFT and FT are blockchain-based technical protocol standards in asset digitalization. In a wider context, NFTs also refer to the type of asset
products with above features or the market itself composed of such type of assets.

The NFT ecosystem took shape in 2020 and waged its first round of upsurges taking advantage of the
DeFi boom. Since 2021, the NFT standard has been integrating with the traditional art finance, entertainment media, and other markets. Diverse forms of assets and promising application scenarios
enable the ecosystem to keep expanding, showing an apparent spillover.
Most of the current NFT applications are developed on Ethereum, leaving few market shares to BSC
and other public chains that support NFT asset issuance and circulation. Overly high gas fees and
network congestion on Ethereum have hindered the NFT ecosystem from developing steadily. The NFT
ecosystem, therefore, starts to seek Layer 2 or sidechain solutions. For example, Polygon and other
projects develop Layer 2 solutions to off-chain computational work; the platform-natured NFT project
Sky Mavis is gradually migrating Axie Infinity into its sidechain Ronin; and Dapper Labs's CryptoKittie
will also be migrated to Flow.
The sales volume of NFTs, excluding that of NBA Top Shot, exceeded $2 billion in Q1 2021, an more
than twentyfold increase of that in Q4 2020. Although the proportion of the NFT market value is not
high compared with that of the cryptocurrencies, their growth is astonishing. Most of the NFT assets
and infrastructure are applied to art collectibles, metaverse, and games, showing apparent changes in
the asset structure compared with that in 2020. The NFT technology can be used to digitalize
real-world assets such as ticket coupons, artworks, funds and stocks through embedding rights,
verifiability, and other relevant features. However, the asset types are not diverse enough to boost the
overall liquidity of the market. Limited liquidity, therefore, remains one of the dilemmas in the current
NFT ecosystem.

NFT
MARKET
HISTORY
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1993

Crypto trading cards
The earliest NFT can be traced back to 1993 when Hal Finney
published an interesting concept with the Cypherpunks group on
CompuServe—Crypto Trading Cards.

2012

Colored Coin
In 2012, the Colored Coin, the first token similar to an NFT, was born. Colored Coins are made of
small denominations of Bitcoin and can be as small as a single Satoshi, the smallest unit of a
Bitcoin. They can represent multiple assets and has multiple use cases, including properties,
coupons, and the issuance of company shares. Colored Coins demonstrate the possibility and
potential of putting real-world assets to chains, paving the way for the rise of NFTs.

2014

Counterparty
In 2014, Robert Dermody, Adam Krellenstein, and Evan Wagner founded Counterparty, a
peer-to-peer financial platform, and established a distributed open-source Internet protocol on
the Bitcoin blockchain. Counterparty allows users to create assets. It possesses decentralized
exchanges, a contract token with the ticker XCP, and many other projects and assets, including
card games and Meme transactions.

2015

Spells of Genesis
The developer of the game Spells of Genesis issued game assets onto a blockchain via Counterparty and funded the development of the game by issuing a token called BitCrystals which could
also be used as an in-game currency.

2016

Force of Will
In August 2016, Counterparty worked with Force of Will, the number four best-selling card game
in North America, to issue their cards on Counterparty. Force of Will is a large mainstream
company with no prior blockchain or cryptocurrency experience. The cooperation demonstrated
a mainstream company's interest in the digitalization of game assets, signaling the value of such
exploration and experiment.

Rare Pepes on Counterparty
In October 2016, Rare Pepes was issued on Counterparty as assets. Rare Pepes is a meme
featuring Pepe the Frog’s characteristics. These memes have a large fanbase and there is even
a meme exchange named the Rare Pepe Meme Directory.
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Rare Pepes on Ethereum
As Ethereum rose in early 2017, memes started to be traded on Ethereum. In March 2017,
Peperium, a decentralized meme marketplace and trading card game, allowed anyone to create
a meme that can be permanently stored on IPFS and Ethereum. RARE, the associated token of
Peperium, was used to create memes and cover the listing fees.

CryptoPunks
In the NFT project CryptoPunks created by two creative technology experts John Watkinson and
Matt Hall, characters are native to Ethereum with a total amount capped at 10,000. Anyone can
claim a virtual CryptoPunk character free of charge as long as they possess an Ethereum wallet.
CryptoPunks did not follow the ERC-721 standard, as it had not been established yet, so its
virtual characters were not exactly ERC-721-based. Considering this, the technical standards
that CryptoPunks used to build virtual characters can be described as an ERC-721 and ERC-20
hybrid.

CryptoKitties
With CryptoKitties, NFTs hit the mainstream from being a niche asset type. CryptoKitties is a
blockchain-based virtual game launched by a Vancouver-based company called Axiom Zen. The
game allows players to adopt, feed, and trade virtual cats. The rise of CryptoKitties coincided
with the 2017 crypto bull market, and the craze of CryptoKitties fans enabled the price of some
virtual cats to surge ridiculously to $100,000. The public, therefore, were enlightened of the
potential and vigor of NFTs.
Shortly after that, Axiom Zen spun off Dapper Labs who raised about $15 million from top
investors such as a16z and Google Ventures.

2018-2020

NFT ecosystem beginning to take shape
The NFT market has expanded by 825% from 2018 to 2020. Specifically, the number of active
addresses increased by 201%, buyers by 144%, and sellers by 113%. Although the trade volume
in the NFT market was relatively small compared with other cryptocurrency markets, a clear
upward momentum had been seen.
In 2020, Dapper Labs launched the Layer 1 public chain Flow targeting markets for games and
other digital sheets, enabling the integrity of the NFT ecosystem infrastructure. In the same
year, the trade volume of NBA Top Shot, an NFT digital collectible on Flow, exceeded $42 million
in only half a year since it went live. In January 2021, VIV3, an NFT marketplace built on Flow,
was launched, where artists, game studios, and other users can use Flow's underlying technology to mint NFT tokens and sell assets to fans, collectors, game players, and digital asset
investors. The publication and trading channels of NFT works on OpenSea, SuperRare, and
other top trading platforms were consequently expanded in several directions.

MARKET
ECOSYSTEM
OVERVIEW
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The NFT market keeps growing by multiple times year by year. The total trade volume in USD
increased from $62.86 million to $250 million from 2019 to 2020, a nearly threefold increase.
Benefiting from DeFi's prosperity in 2021, the trade volume of the NFT market in Q1 was eight times
larger than that of the entire 2020, approximating $2 billion, according to NoFungible (excluding
statistics of NBA Top Shot and Nifty Gateway).
The number of active wallets, buyers, and sellers are also indicators in the assessment of the NFT
market activity. In theory, the higher the number of active wallets is, the higher the number of
active users. Usually, one can have more than one active wallet, so, the repetition rate shall be
considered when related indicators are adopted. The number of buyers and sellers are also directly
proportional to the number of active users: the higher the number of buyers and sellers, the larger
the user base.
Most of the NFT projects are based on Ethereum. In 2020, a total of 222,000 wallets—30% of the
Ethereum active addresses—interacted with NFT-related smart contracts. In Q1, the number of
NFT active wallets reached 1/2 of the total of 2020, and the number of buyers and sellers was
almost the same as the total in 2020. Thus, the NFT sector is expected to become one of the core
ecosystems on Ethereum.

Indicator

Year

Active Wallet Number

2019

2020

2021 Q1

112,731

222,179

142,863

(+97.09%)
Buyer Number

Seller Number

44,644

74,529

(-13.92%)

(+66.94%)

25,264

31,504

73,777

33,377

(+24.7%)
Total Trade Volume in USD

$62,862,687

$250,846,205

$2,020,942,331

(+299%)
*Source：NonFungible.com
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Trading Overview of NFT Assets
It can be seen from the trading of various types of NFT assets in Q1 2021 that collectibles and
artworks have each accounted for almost half of the NFT market, while games, sports, music, and
other NFT product types were growing gradually. Over the past six months, the total sales volume
of NBA Top Shot has exceeded $550 million. CryptoPunk's Q1 trading volume hit $1.5 million, and
the latest hammer price for Beeple at Christie's was $6 million; in the first-ever sales of an NFT
music album, 3LAU made a record high of $11.6 million: all are indicating the commencement of the
NFT era.

0%

3%

Metaverse

4%

Sport

Utility

2%

Game

43%
Art

48%

Collectible

Art
Game
Collectible
Utility
Sport
Metaverse
*Source：NonFungible.com
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Artworks
As of April 19, 2021, six major NFT CryptoArt platforms—SuperRare, MakersPlace, KnownOrigin,
Async Art, Foundation, and Nifty Gateway—had sold 190,665 pieces of artwork worth
$550,039,020.92 in total.

Monthly crypto art volume

Async Art
KnownOrigin
MakersPlace

200M

Foundation
SuperRare

150M

Nifty Gateway

*Source：cryptoart.io
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In 2020, 5 million pieces of NFT artwork were sold, total sales volume mounting to nearly $150
million. In comparison, the sales volume clusters more apparently at the top in the traditional art
market—64% of the $63.7 billion of trade volume comes from the artworks by the top 1% artists.
Although the trade volume and per-transaction price in the NFT market are smaller compared with
the traditional art market, the proportions of active artists, artworks, and collectors are much higher.

Cryptoart by Volume
9M
MarkersPlace
8M

Marketplace
Async Art
KnownOrigin
MakersPlace
Nifty Gateway

7M

SuperRare
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Nifty Gateway

4M
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Async Art
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MarkersPlace

Nifty Gateway
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SuperRare
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SuperRare

0M
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Month[2020]

*Source：cryptoart.io 、ConsenSys
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Total USD

NFT Trade Metrics
On November 12,2020
Total USD of Volume:$936,327
Average USD of NFT Trade:$55.0
Total Quantity of NFTs:17,026
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*Source：nonfungible.com、ConsenSys
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The circulation of traditional artworks is slow. A piece of artwork may only circulate several times
within decades. With blockchain, artworks can quickly and conveniently circulate on-chain 24 hours
a day. On September 1, 2020, the daily trade volume of the NFT market was $24,110, and the number
of traders on the entire network was only 63. On November 13, 2020, the daily trade volume of the
NFT market surged to $618,500, and the number of traders was more than 1,800.

Total NFT Trade Volume and Traders

Amount

1500K

Volume
Traders Count

On December 24,2020 the NFT Trade
Volume reached $849,220

1000K

500K

2000

*Source： Dappradar、ConsenSys
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Collectibles

* Source：NBA Top Shots

NBA Top Shot, the first blockchain-based NBA digital collectible game, is a leading NFT project on
Flow. It was jointly launched by NBA and CryptoKitties's founding team Dapper Labs and has
received investment from many basketball stars.

Sorare is a digital sports collectible NFT. Its KylianMbappé sells at 116.15 ETH (approx. $64,000),
making it one of the highest-selling collectibles in 2020.

Sorare:Top Sales,2020
65,694 USD
500,000

(116.15 ETH)

Transaction Volume,USD

14,462 USD 12,203 USD
(20.40 ETH)

(20.44 ETH)

450,000
400,000

16,009 USD
(27.08 ETH)

350,000

16,009 USD
(20.08 ETH)

(74.42 ETH)

300,000

(27.08 ETH)

11,440 USD
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11,510 USD
(25.37 ETH)

250,000
200,000

* Source：Dappradar
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CryptoPunks, founded in 2017, is a platform that creates unique and limited edition NFT artworks.
As a typical NFT collectible project, artworks released by CryptoPunks is priced at 21-185 ETH each.
There were two large transactions in 2020, and two virtual images in the transactions were sold at
over $63,000 and $71,000 each.

CryptoPunks:Top Sales,2020
400,000

20,080 USD

21,021 USD

Transaction Volume,USD
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* Source：Dappradar
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Virtual Worlds
As of April 12, the total sales volume of The Sandbox in the primary and secondary markets was
$4.4 million. It also made the most successful LAND sales in April, with the total volume exceeding
10 million SAND (approx. $6.5 million).
Registered Accounts

160,000
140,000
120,000
100,000
80,000
60,000

*Source：The Sandbox

Registered Accounts the Sandbox

180,000

40,000
20,000
0

Dec 2019

May 2020

Oct 2020

Apr 2021

*Source：The Sandbox

In February 2021 alone, the NFT art market expanded to $80 million. Metaverse and virtual LAND
continue to grow. The sales volume of Axie Infinity reached 888 ETH (LANDS worth $1.5 million). The
virtual world of The Sandbox sold $3 millions of LANDS NFTs, more than 2019 and 2020 combined.
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Ecological landscape on NFT public chains
DappRadar's report for April 2021 reads that Flow Blockchain is one of the fastest-growing communities in the current cryptocurrency ecosystem, with more active users (wallet addresses) than
Ethereum.
Unique Active Wallets by Protocol,K
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* Source：Dappradar
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The number of upper-level ecosystem projects based on the first NFT public chain Flow with the
same underlying structure of NBA Top Shot is also increasing.

MotoGP™ Ignition

MotoGP™ Ignition is an official competition management and collectible game of MotoGP™. Centering around
MotoGP™ brand experience, MotoGP™ Ignition provided two types of limited-edition NFTs for collectibles and
competition management respectively. The NFTs were sold out immediately after they were released on Flow.

VIV3

VIV3 NFT marketplace sold out all NFTs within 48 hours after they were released on the mainnet. In the second
month, VIV3 NFT marketplace attracted global attention by generating a $2-million income for individual artist
Ben Mauro.

Chainmonsters

Chainmonsters is a massive multiplayer animal taming game that had nearly 4,000 players during the alpha
test.

Dark Country

Dark Country is an NFT card trading game where players can acquire and possess their own land. They
launched their first land pre-sale on Flow recently with over $500,000 sales volume within just two days.

Epix

Epix is a platform to display high-quality NFT collectibles. In Epix, You can see creators' unique collectibles
that bear well-known brands in entertainment, performing arts, comics, and outstanding digital artwork.
Projects launched on Flow include Mike Thompson’s “Hip Hop Icons”, Star Wars of Enemy Metal, and the
fashion luxury platform Neuno.

BloctoSwap

BloctoSwap is the first decentralized exchange on Flow. According to DappRadar, the company traded over $18
million in the past 30 days.

Versus

Versus is a completely non-custodial, no-service NFT auction platform that has introduced an innovative
dual-action model. Collectors can gain the optimal income via two methods—a single bidding price or a
limited auction.
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NFT Technology Layer
The NFT technology layer includes underlying infrastructure, network protocols in the middle, and
various NFT applications or DApp terminals built on top. Most of today's NFT exchanges, artworks
and games are applications built on specific underlying structures (Ethereum, WAX, and
Cocos-BCX) and created based on the ERC-721 standard.
The applications' sustainable growth is hindered by the gas fees, performances, and interoperability of the underlying technical facilities. Game finance, CryptoArt exhibitions, and auctions are still
using complete sets of Ethereum general protocols such as ERC-721 and other NFT standards and
yield farming protocols. It remains less composable with the NFT technology.
The NFT technology layer can be divided into the settlement layer, the protocol layer, and the
application layer.

The Settlement Layer

The Protocol Layer

The Application Layer

NFT Tech Stack
Application Layer
Interaction
with games

Interaction
with artworks

Marketplace UI

NFT browser

Wallet

DApp user frontend

Protocol Layer
NFT standard protocol layer

NFT general protocol layer

NFT on-chain protocol

Logic of smart contract

State transition machine

Consensus

NFT shard chain

NFT shard chain

NFT shard chain
5
3

Trustless interaction protocols

4

6

Trustless interaction platforms
(shard security)

Data distribution protocols

Transient
data pub/sub
messaging

Decentralized DNS
1

Peer-to-Peer Internet Protocol

2

Platform-neutral computation description language

*Source: NFT Industrial Report, Boundary

Settlement Layer
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Settlement layer
recording and settling the value

The NFT settlement layer processes businesses similar to FTs, including the business to provide
a fixed anchor that keeps the entire ecosystem secure and consistent. Currently, the settlement
layers carrying the most number of NFT applications are public chains.

NFT Settlement Layer—Major Public Chain Platforms
(including but not limited to the ones included in the picture)
Application Layer
Ethereum

Interaction
with games

Interaction
with artworks

WAX
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NFT on-chain protocol
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NFT shard chain

NFT shard chain
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Conflux
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NFT shard chain
Trustless interaction protocols
Data distribution protocols

Trustless interaction platforms
(shard security)

Transient
data pub/sub
messaging

Decentralized DNS
Peer-to-Peer Internet Protocol

Platform-neutral computation description language

*Source: NFT Industrial Report, Boundary

MixMarvel

References: Web3 Tech Stack, Polkadot Tech Stack, Multicoin Web3 Stack, DappRadar

In the field of underlying infrastructure, Ethereum accounts for a significantly larger market share,
while other public chains have asymmetric competitiveness in growth speed and some other indicators. For example, Flow-based NBA Top Shot was launched in August 2020. Within six months, it
became the best-selling DApp in the NFT ecosystem with a sales volume of $40 million and has been
keeping the superiority ever since. WAX leads in wallet activity because of Alien Worlds, a game DApp.
Solana, one of the NFT underlying facilities, has been bridged with Arweave, a decentralized storage
platform, through SOLAR Bridge, so that data, including NFT data, can be stored with a decentralized
storage project. In 2021, as the activity of the application layer keeps increasing, decentralized
storage becomes more important than ever. Binance Smart Chain (BSC), benefiting from the ecosystem progress of the NFT market, such as the infrastructure Arkane Network, enables the game
developers and other DApps to easily integrate its chain and its token system into their applications.
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Protocol layer
formulating special rules of the NFT technology

The NFT protocol layer is situated between the NFT settlement layer and application layer. The
settlement layer constructs basic rules for token recording and storage, and the application
layer refers to applications that can be directly used by users, while the protocol layer, a key
module in-between settlement and application, is designed to contain special computing rules
and nest a new operation logic and rules on the settlement layer.

Existing NFT technology standards—mainly ERC-721 and ERC-1155—are still based on Ethereum.
As a smart contact platform, Ethereum builds all standards for special features and can automatically create property ownership that can be traced and verified.

The current mainstream NFT standards built on Ethereum are as follows:

ERC-721

ERC-1155

Other Protocol Standards

ERC - 721
Originated from Crytokitties, ERC-721 standard is the first to be acknowledged by the Ethereum
community as a protocol for NFT asset creation and has been one of the most widely applied standards evolved from ERC-20. ERC-721 is applicable to collectibles. For example, in CryptoKitties,
ERC-721 standard grants the ownership, distribution and access control of NFT Kitties.
ERC-721 defines four key NFT metadata: ID, NAME, SYMBOL and URI. ERC-721 does not sketch out
metadata standards for digital assets, or set limits to the complementary functions, thereby ensuring room for developers’ creativity and pursuit of uniqueness.
In addition, ERC-721 standard satisfies the interoperability of NFT assets across multiple ecosystems. For example, participants can purchase and trade NFT assets in the secondary market or
within applications.
Under the ERC-721 standard, a contract can only issue one type of NFT asset, making it difficult to be
compatible with complex game scenarios, where there may be thousands of props in a single game.
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ERC - 1155 （Semi Fungible）
ERC-1155, created by Enjin, allows developers to create and identify different types of assets in the
NFT ecosystem, and is mostly applied to blockchain games.
The limited-edition NFTs issued by Binance for their anniversary celebration are based on
ERC-1155. Binance’s Trust Wallet is also compatible with ERC-1155.
Unlike ERC-721, ERC-1155 allows the issuance of any type of NFT asset in one smart contract and
supports trading multiple types of assets at once, effectively saving transaction costs while
optimizing participants’ trading experience. In addition, ERC-1155 removes the fields of NAME and
SYMBOL in metadata, only keeping ID and URI. In games, though at the expense of sacrificing
decentralization, ERC1155 enhances availability and scalability, allowing developers to reuse NFT
props in different scenarios.
Efficiency is another technical advantage of ERC-1155. To illustrate, let’s assume there is an ID in
ERC-721 that represents “sword”. If a user wants to transfer 1,000 swords, they need to revise the
status of the smart contract 1,000 times (through function transferFrom) to obtain 1,000 unique
tokens. However, with ERC-1155, a developer only needs to call transferFrom for the number of
1,000 and perform the transfer once. Efficiency is greatly improved but the loss of information is
consequently incurred, making it impossible to track the history of a single sword.

Other Protocol Standards
ERC-994

ERC-994: Delegated Non-Fungible Tokens (DNFTs) is an extension of the ERC-721 standard designed with the
use case of Ethereum-based registration of land and physical property.

ERC-420

This standard is proposed by PepeDapp, mainly used for trading digital collectible cards.

ERC-809

It suggests a standard API for renting access to “rival” NFT. The standard can be used by general-purpose
applications on Ethereum, allowing an owner to rent access to their rival NFTs.

ERC-1201

ERC-1201 standard is inspired by the ERC-809 standard to tokenize rental rights, which offers a way for NFTs
with rental rights to be easily exchanged between different parties.
To illustrate, ERC-721 creates an NFT for your house.
ERC-809 creates a standard set of commands for renting the said house.
ERC-1201 tokenizes the rental rights, which in essence means that the leaseholder could sub-lease your house,
simply by exchanging the token.

ERC-998

ERC-998: A Composable Non-Fungible Token Standard that enables any ERC-721 token to own another ERC-721
or ERC-20 token. It also enables an ERC-20 or ERC-223 token to be owned by an ERC-721 token.

IRC - 721

IRC-721 is the unified NFT standard on IOST.
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NFT standards are still at the initial stage. As the NFT market continues to grow, technological
iteration is inevitable. In 2020, Interchain Foundation was working on building a new NFT standard
based on Cosmos, which would be tested at the end of Q1 2021.

ERC20

ERC721

ERC1155

Oxabde

20 COIN

Kitty #1

Oxabde

Oxefgh

30 COIN

Kitty #2

Oxefgh

Oxhifjk

10 COIN

Kitty #3

Oxhifjk

Swords

Shields

Oxabde

20 SWORD

Oxefgh

30 SWORD

Oxabde

5 SWORD

*Ethereum token standards

ERC-20 maps addresses (users/accounts) to fungible asset amounts, ERC-721 maps non-fungible tokens to the owners’

addresses, and ERC-1155 supports mapping non-fungible types of assets to owners and amounts. (From OpenSea Blog)
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Application Layer
Creating NFT Applications with User Participation

The NFT application layer serves to develop NFT application solutions that users can directly
use, such as NFT-natured DApps or Web applications in interaction with smart contracts and NFT
protocols.

NFT project applications can be categorized as the following by their uses:
Use Cases

Representative Projects

Art

SuperRare

$ 32,287,195.82

MarkersPlace

$ 9,956,688.54

Async Art

Collectibles

Games

Sports

Metaverse

Recent 30 days Total Sales USD by 31 Mar 2021

$ 472,529.54

CryptoPunks

$ 95,381,074.48

Crptokitties

$ 174,105.23

Hashmasks

$ 2,882,767.96

Axie Infinity

$ 5,406,980.56

MegaCryptoPolls

$ 321,501.74

Gods Unchained

$ 700,669.49

Sorare

$ 19,263,230.91

F1 Delta Time

$ 3,285,336.49

Zed Run

Utilities

Total Sales USD(30 day)

$ 8,158.79

Etherum Name Service

$ 1,409,308.63

Unstoppable Domains

$ 145,010.77

The Sandbox

$ 3,487,627.14

Decentraland

$ 7,485,758.98

Somnium Space

$ 1,608,448.23
*Source：nonfungible.com
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Market share of
different types of NFT projects
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*Source：NonFungible、OKEx Research

In comparison, collectibles, metaverse and games took up the larger portions of the 2020 market, accounting for 39%,
21% and 27% respectively.
Crypto art marketplaces are the major use case of art NFTs, with SuperRare, the No. 1 platform, trading 3.25 times the
volume of MakerPlace in the second place in 2020.
Bringing NFTs into decentralized games unleashes more possibilities, allowing players to enjoy a cross-game experience while having the ultimate ownership of in-game props. For the game-based NFT applications, in-game assets can
be designed to bind with external crypto assets, so that players can claim ownerships of in-game assets by holding
external crypto assets. For example, if there are only ten swords in the game, only those who hold the corresponding
external crypto assets can use them.
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NFT Infrastructure
According to the technology architecture, the infrastructure of the NFT ecosystem mainly
falls into the following three classes:
Major underlying public chains of the data settlement layer.
Various technical standards on the protocol layer.
Various auxiliary service applications on the application layer, such as wallets and auxiliary
services

Underlying Public Chains
Ethereum is still the preferred public chain when it comes to building NFT applications. As one of the
public chains for major NFT use cases, TRON holds about 1206 NFT projects, nearly half of that on
Ethereum. Some NFT projects are taking steps to deploy on ETH Layer 2.
Though there are only a handful of NFT projects on the public chain Flow, such as NBA Top Shot and
Viv 3, the market value of Flow increased by nearly 61% compared to early March in 2021 with its
market cap topping $700 million as a result of the NBA Top Shot’s traffic surge. The Flow ecosystem
is expected to embrace high growths.
Of the underlying public chains, Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is the public chain developed by Binance
crypto exchange, launched in September 2020. BSC is compatible with Ethereum’s EVM, which
makes it easy to migrate Ethereum projects to BSC. So far, BSC holds the fourth-largest number of
NFT projects and NTF has been included in Binance’s investment ecosystem.
In addition, Matic is a Layer 2 scaling solution for off-chain computing, while securing assets by
using an adapted version of Plasma with Proof of State (PoS) checkpoint nodes based on side chains.
It aims to provide scalable and instant blockchain transactions and joined the Binance Chain Alliance
(BCA) in 2019.
Apart from Matic, the BCA currently has another 22 members. The mainstream exchanges take
building the technological infrastructure as an important gateway through which they could play a
part in the NFT ecosystem by means of investment and the like.
Apart from Ethereum, Flow and TRON have both improved their performances, such as lowering
transaction fees and improving developers’ experience. They have three advantages over Ethereum:
1

Lower gas for digital creators.

2

Developer tools for actual use cases.

3

Compatibility with scale sets for cross-chain DeFi liquidity.
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Protocol Layer
Unifying NFT On-Chain Protocol Standard
Some NFT public chains have started to develop a unified on-chain protocol standard to meet future
demands. Using such a standard can effectively reduce the entry barriers and difficulty of NFT
asset issuance. For users, NFT assets based on this kind of unified standard can quickly be proved
of digital asset ownership, solve the problem of digital asset security and improve the circulation of
digital assets across ecosystems.
1.IOST New Protocol Standard
In April 2020, IOST officially released its NFT Standard IRC-721, which is similar to Enjin’s ERC-721.
Each IRC-721 token has a unique ID and one owner only. According to IRC-721 specs, an NFT can
store ID and metadata in its contract. Developers can store the external URL of metadata and links to
the metadata in the contract to improve storage efficiency. A flexible locked transfer mechanism has
also been formulated, and a blacklist management function is available to meet the management
needs for games and entertainment applications.
IOST released another standard—IRC-722—for interface, which is mainly supported by TokenPocket
up to now.
2.Flow NFT Standard
Flow is written in Cadence, a resource-oriented programming language, introducing new functions for
smart contract programming to implement a safe, secure, easy-to-understand, and easy-to-use
contract. On Flow, NFTs are formulated through Flow Emulator in Cadence with the following features:
Each NFT is represented by a resource with an integer ID. Resources are a perfect type to represent
NFTs because resources have important ownership rules enforced by the type system. They can
only have one owner, cannot be copied, and cannot be accidentally or maliciously lost or duplicated.
These protections ensure that owners know that their NFT is safe and can represent an asset with
real value.
An NFT is usually represented by metadata like a name or a picture. Most of this metadata has
been stored off-chain, and the on-chain token only contains a URL or something similar that points
to the off-chain metadata. Flow addresses this issue and makes it possible for all the metadata
associated with a token to be stored on-chain.
When users on Flow want to transact with each other, they can do so peer-to-peer instead of
interacting with a central NFT contract by calling resource-defined methods in each users’ account.
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NFT-20 Standard
NFT-20 is a decentralized exchange and protocol for tokenizing NFT projects as ERC-20 tokens to
make them tradable on decentralized exchanges such as UniSwap or Sushiswap. Anyone can add
their NFT to the appropriate pool and receive ERC-20 token derivatives representing that NFT project
that can be traded on DEXes right away.
By creating a secondary market of ERC-20 derivatives of NFTs, NFT-20 hopes to address the liquidity
problem in the NFT space. Addressing this problem allows for arbitrage opportunities, allows investors to gain price exposure to NFT projects without identifying or buying individual NFTs, and allows
for fairer price setting and easier trading of NFTs by collectors and newcomers alike.

Others
In 2020, the NFT technology generated tools to allow users to obtain partial ownership of an NFT
through purchasing an “NFT fraction”. In this way, game participants with a small number of funds
can still obtain a certain proportion of the ownership through buying NFT fractions. One of these
innovative projects is Niftex.
At present, Lendroid is also developing a metatoken system that allows users to share, collaborate
and borrow part of an NFT in a brand-new way. It permits token holders to tokenize one of the
attributes of their digital assets as well as to create a transferable NFT asset. The asset owner may
authorize another user with limited access rights, such as altering the layer of an artwork or temporarily accessing virtual locations. For token holders, re-tokenization and smart contracts can basically secure the digital assets lent to others without having to fear borrower defaults.
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Application Layer
Music

Marketplace

Infrastructure

Studio

Collectible

Tools

Fund

Metaverse

News&Research

Infrastructure

Protocols, blockchains and building
blocks of the NFT ecosystem,
including public chains, wallets and
other service providers.

Charged Particles
Enjin
Forte
Gala Games
Immutable
NFTX
Phantasma
Pixura
Planetarium
Tari
Worldwide Asset eXchange (WAX)
Xaya
Unique Network
NFT 20
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Marketplaces

Provision of services for minting
and selling NFT assets.

Async Art
Auctionity
Bounce
Foundation
KnownOrigin
MakersPlace
Mintable
Mintbase
Nifty Gateway
OpenBazaar
OpenSea
Rarible
SuperRare
Terra Virtua
TokenTrove

Game Studios

Companies building and publishing
blockchain cultures and games,
comparable to the dynamic visualization of crypto technologies.

Dapper Labs
Lucid Sight
Platinum Egg
Blockchain Create Art

Institution Investors

Investment firms that have exclusive
or concentrated portfolio of NFTs.

Flamingo
Metapurse
Polyient Games
WHALE

News & Research

Dedicated outlets covering NFT news
and market research.

CryptoSlam!
NFT Crypto News
NonFungible

Tools

Projects that serve specific and useful
functions, from minting NFTs, to
showcasing your crypto art collections, which also include wallets and
other protocol support services.

Calaxy
Collab.Land
Collectors Hub
NFT Bank
Rally.io
Roll
Showtime
Zora
Trust Wallet
Alpha Wallet
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NFT ecosystem is still relatively niche. The application layer is generally divided into two major
directions: (1) providing ecological support for the application layer, for example, infrastructure and
marketplaces, to enhance user experience; and (2) for the user interaction layer, providing application interfaces for NFT use cases such as games, collectibles, artworks, etc.
In terms of volume, the most intensive use case is the ecological support services around NFT asset
trading (distribution) platforms. It is worth noticing that the services provided by most NFT asset
marketplaces are not limited to trading NFT works.
The overall structure of the current NFT ecosystem is still quite simple, in which Animoca Brands is
too versatile to be categorized. Animoca Brands is firstly a blockchain gaming company but with the
abilities to develop games and to invest in the upstream and downstream of the industrial chain,
demonstrating outstanding and comprehensive industrial performances. The developmental path and
the existing business forms of Animoca Brands are enlightening for the future of NFTs. More similar
companies are expected to sprout up in the near future.
NFT trading assets are mostly artworks, in-game props, cards, etc., constraining the marketplaces
from acquiring wider user channels. The foremost step of on-chain art sales is to put artworks
on-chain, namely to let crypto artists know how to create NFT items. Many NFT art marketplaces,
such as Rarible, Mintable and OpenSea, support creating NFT items with one click. Take Rarible as
an example, digital works (PNG, GIF, WEBP, MP4, MP3 and other formats are supported) can be
uploaded to create ERC-721 or Rari (the governance token of Rarible) which can be traded on Raible
after the creator pays a certain amount of gas.

MAJOR
NFT USE CASES
AND
THE BOTTLENECKS
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Overview of Use Cases

Games

Axie Infinity
Alien Worlds
Blankos Block Party
Cometh

Sports

F1 Delta Time
Sorare
Zed Run

Collectibles

Aavegotchi
CryptoKitties
CryptoPunks
Hashmasks
NBA Top Shot
Rare Pepe

Metaverse

The Sandbox
Cryptovoxels
Decentraland
Somnium Space

Artworks

SuperRare
MakersPlace
Avastars
KnownOrigin
AsyncArt

Social Tokens

Flamingo
B.20
Jamm Session
Random Number Generator
Whale

Music and Videos

Audius
ROCKI
Theta

Utilities

Ethereum Name Service (ENS)
Handshake
Unstoppable Domains
*Source：
fatcatfun.com，PaNews
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Metaverse
NFTs will be continually applied to increasingly diversified scenarios with cases of innovations
emerging regularly. The most popular ones are in-game assets, collectibles, virtual real estate
(land), domain names and artworks.
Typically, assets purchased within any application or virtual currencies bought within free-to-play
games may fail to be withdrawn, reused, transferred or used in other games or on other platforms.
However, NFT assets purchased within games are effectively possessed by the buyers, and each
NFT asset is unique, identifiable, and transferable among users without consent from the developers. They can be traded outside of the game, sold in the open market or even used in other games.
As innovative applications increase in number, NFTs can represent ownership of any digital asset,
which earns themselves enormous market potential and room of growth.
One of the best applications in the NFT space is metaverse, where games, user-generated
contents, art, finance, avatars, multi-player games and social activities are concepts of tangible
value to the players.
What NFTs provide are values comparable to any tangible objects of value with uniqueness and
scarcity. The holders have full ownership and are able to sell them to any other party. Through
mapping their attributes, one can see the unlimited possibilities of NFTs. At the present stage, the
NFT assets in combination of the tangible assets of value and digital arts are thought highly of by
The Sandbox. For instance, CryptoKaiju has launched a vinyl toy which can unlock a special character in The Sandbox, and FEWO has recently released a sneakers line in collaboration with RTFKT,
let alone Wiv.io, NFTSpirites and other products that apply NFTs to rare wine collections.
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Games
In-game properties (“props”) are broadly defined as a player’s assets that are obtained through
in-game activities or purchased with money. Therefore, game assets have unique attributes and
data, and would only be useful in specific circumstances.
NFTs are suitable for marking the ownership of game props. On the one hand, props can be developed and used on-chain, and their values are dependent on the in-game scenarios, sufficiently
avoiding the centralized move of placing their values on-chain; on the other hand, most of the props
and roles are unique and freely tradable, which are attributes in a match with those of the NFTs. In
addition, NFT props are able to represent ownership and be re-used in different scenarios and
games, showing the potential of making in-game assets the common assets in the NFT ecosystem.
Since the game-based NFTs are developed on Ethereum at this stage, their subsequent advancement faces constraints of Gas fees and other problems on Ethereum. Without wide-ranging or highly
available infrastructure, NFT games would still be restricted even if they have a strong potential
player base.

Case:Axie Infinity

Game-based NFTs bear the features of uniqueness and usability. Take Axie Infinity as an
example. Each Axie has a distinct attribute. Players can use their Axies to battle or can
collect and breed more Axies. Different attributes determine the different roles Axies can
play in tournaments. An Axie is composed of six body parts: eyes, ears, horns, mouth, back,
and tail. Among them, the horns, mouth, back and tail determine which cards an Axie can
use in a battle. Each Axie has a class, which may be weaker or stronger than other classes.
Apart from battles, Axies can be bred to create new offspring, which can then join battles or
continue to breed more Axies (a maximum of 7 times). Each breeding process consumes ETH
or SLP tokens, a fungible token (FT). There are two ways to acquire an Axie: through trades
in the open market or participation in events in the game. Players earn rewards in the game
through trading SLPs in the open market, which will spur the demands of game-based NFTs
among the players. As the players of Axie Infinity keep increasing, each Axie will become
rarer, pushing up demands for SLP tokens.

Blockchain-based games could not rely solely on the NFT technology or a unique way of tokenization to achieve the height of Fortnite or League of Legends. Since it requires large quantities of time
and resources to develop a best-selling game, the NFT games, as we assume, would need at least
three to five year to take preliminary shape.
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Collectibles
The NFT technology can be used to represent ownership of collectibles, mostly art collectibles at
the present stage. Collectibles usually bear two attributes, uniqueness and non-duplicability.
In a centralized network, it is difficult to fully digitalize the collectibles with the existing common
digital media and technologies, but NFTs may be a possible way out. Theoretically speaking, NFTs
can, to some extent, solve the counterfeiting problems for traditional artworks, but on the technological aspect, they do not suffice to support so large a market with the current underlying technology. Therefore, the NFT collectibles market favors digital arts for the time being and the platforms
with the largest trading volumes of the week, such as Rarible, CryptoPunks, and SuperTare, are all
for digital art collectibles.
At present, the collectibles market remains a niche segment with limited potential participants and
expansion outlook, but the initial success of NBA Top Shot revealed the high-achieving prospect of
NFTs. Hitting a market cap of over $550 million, NBA Top Shot is an outstanding example of the
blockchain adaptation of a large-scale sports league and international IP for asset issuance. The
moves of UFC, Warner Music and MotoGP have further spoken for the prospect. Many brands and
teams right now are seeking innovative solutions, one of which is to adopt better underlying methods such as Flow to create a new experience for the users and facilitate deeper interaction between
the companies and their clients.
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Artworks
As crypto art trading intensifies, the advantage of selling crypto artworks on Ethereum becomes
widely known, pulling mainstream digital artists to enter the crypto world one by one. The famous
digital artist Mike Winklemann (AKA Beeple) once auctioned a series of digital artworks on Nifty
Gateway, one piece among which was hammered at $777,777.77.
The traditional artwork industry has started to pay attention to and adopt the NFT technology to
interact with cross-border fine-arts products. For instance, Christie’s, a British luxury and art
auction house, performed its first NFT artwork auction in October 2020. The piece, Portraits of a
Mind: Block 21, was purchased at $131,250. On 11 March 2021, Christie’s sold Everydays: The First
5000 Days at $69,346,250, making its author, Beeple, the third most valuable living artist in terms of
auction prices, after David Hockney and Jeff Koons.
Apart from the minting of NFT artworks, so far, the marketplaces still take artwork sales as the
mainstay. Therefore, there exists the question of how to expand the client channels for those
exchanges and attract more users to trade when it comes to increasing the liquidity of NFT
artworks. NFTX, an NFT-backed index launched in 2020, was an attempt to create a new user
acquisition channel. It helps investors track their NFT portfolios even if the investor is less
informed of crypto or traditional artworks, thus lowering the entry barriers of the secondary
market.
Nonetheless, for artworks, as a form of asset, NFTs are just the technical way of presentation. The
core value of artwork-based NFTs still depends on the artistic value of the artwork itself, which is
the fundamental price-setting factor for the NFTs. As emerging artists gradually open their hearts
to the NFT technology, NFTs may as well become the key carrier for digital artworks in the future
when the creation and collection of those artworks will be performed with NFTs.
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Finance
DeFi was one of the hottest modules in the crypto market, capped at $16.042 billion on 1 September
2020. Impacted by the serial backlashes triggered when the founder of Sushiswap was exposed to
have cashed out of multiple projects, its market cap plummeted to the level of early August 2020.
During the cooling period of DeFi, the NFT market, led by MEME, rose significantly with its total
trading volume starting to climb since 17 September up to the all-year peak, $540,000, ten days
later. The trading volumes of the artwork platform SuperRare and the NFT trading platform OpenSea also made historical records at that time, hitting $777,000 and $2.75 million respectively.
The usual method of combining DeFi with NFTs is to transpose yield farming from a DeFi platform
to the NFT space, such as MEME and Aavegotchi, with MEME being the most typical application.

Applications featuring DeFi-NFT integration
Projects

Introduction

MEME

MEME is a decentralized NFT platform for Farming.

Dego Finance

DEGO is a completely innovative concept to achieve a sustainable DeFi ecosystem. It adopts
a modular combination design concept that integrates various products to form a subsystem, therefore realizing 1+1>2.

Aavegotchi

Aavegotchi is an NFT collectibles game on Ethereum. The value and rarity of each Aavegotchi are determined by the quantity of assets staked in the escrow contract address and the
in-game equipment corresponding to different traits.

NFTfi

NFTfi.com is a marketplace for NFT collateralized loans. Put any ERC-721 token up for
collateralization, and other users can offer you a loan. Then, your NFT gets locked in the
NFTfi smart contract.

yInsure

YInsure is a protocol insurance based on NXM.

Cryptowine

Crypto Wine is an NFT collectible in the shape of a wine bottle obtained through mining on
Grap. GRAP is the token used in yield farming.

Seascape

Seascape is a game platform designed around DeFi & NFT. It is mainly developed on
Ethereum, Binance Smart Chain (BSC) and Substrate. Its core token is Crowns (CWS).

NIFTEX

NIFTEX aims to forge and trade NFT digital assets in a way as simple as trading cryptocurrencies.

ethArt

EthArt is an NFT minting tool that uses algorithms tailored for DFOhub to exempt users
from minting fees and allow users to operate even without programming knowledge.
*Source：
www.PANewsLab.com
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So far, the DeFi-NFT integration fall into the following categories: (1) introducing NFT applications
to the DeFi space, such as MEME and Aavegotchi; and (2) staking NFTs for DeFi mining, such as
WHALR, CARGO, and Rarible which integrates yield farming to an NFT platform directly.
The NFT-DeFi integration largely benefit from the high returns created by yield farming. The total
market volume of NFT approximates to only 2% of that of DeFi. Take MEME as an example. The
weekly trading volume of its NFT token, pineapple, does not even compare to 5% of the daily trading
volume of its FT token, MEME Coin. Furthermore, the trading volume imbalance is amplified by the
periodical fluctuation of the market trends.
NFTX is a platform for making ERC-20 tokens that are backed by NFT collectibles. These tokens are
called funds, and they are fungible and composable. With NFTX, users can create and trade funds
based on their favorite collectibles right from a DEX like Uniswap. The presence of NFTX lowers the
entry barriers of the NFT market. It has sufficiently boost convenience for people who are unwilling
to forge or trade NFTs to participate through the secondary market.

Case: Collateralization

NFTfi is a platform for P2P loans that use NFTs as collateral. The operations on it allow NFT
asset holders to collateralize their NFTs for assets with higher yields. At present, it supports
wETH and DAI, helpful for increasing the liquidity of NFT assets. However, due to the limited
liquidity of NFT assets and the difficulty of settlement, the platform so far only provides P2P
services.
During collateralization, a borrower can collateralize NFT assets forged with ERC-721
tokens, after which other users can bid for those assets. Once the borrower accepts an offer,
they get a loan from the other user. The NFT assets collateralized will thus be locked in the
NFTfi smart contract. In this period, the collaterals belong neither to the borrower nor the
lender. The platform will generate an ownership certificate that can be traded by the lender.
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In essence, the NFT technology is a standard way of asset digitalization. Moving real estate properties, artworks, and other physical assets on-chain tackles the low liquidity problem and the consequent financing difficulty of such assets. Digitalized real-world assets or virtual assets will further
improve the underlying asset structure of the DeFi ecosystem. The combination with yield farming
in the DeFi space makes it possible to partly address the low liquidity issue of the NFT asset trading
market.
Up to now, the financing nature of NFT issuance eventually turns clear. In March. 2021, with the
issuance of the first-ever NFT, INO (Initial NFT Offering) is thus raised by the market as a new mode
of financing. It aims to distribute NFT assets and meet the financing demands. On 10 March in the
same year, the DEX application BakerySwap on BSC announced to accept INO. The Chinese artist
Jun Cao was the first to go through an INO, whose landscape painting had been hammered at
$452,349 in 2018. Scott Lewis, co-founder of DeFi Pulse, also mentioned the concept of INO in the
NFTX v2 design. INO at this stage does not differ fundamentally from traditional ICO, but it can
avoid incompliance risks embedded in direct financing through selling valuable goods. Thus, we
believe that the funds raised through INO and its derivative ISNO (Initial Staking NFT Offering) will
skyrocket in the next one to three years.

MORE NFT
APPLICATIONS
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In addition to the metaverse and games in the early stage and the concentrated emergence of art
and collectibles in 2021, the NFT ecosystem in the NFT technology application space gradually
improves. In 2021, the architecture of NFT products is expected to achieve a more multi-dimensional and personalized user experience. Through the end-to-end experience design, identity and
reputation NFTs can link personal relationships at more levels, strengthen the user attributes
within the platform, and thus promote the platform itself to create new scenarios.
At this stage, the application mode and product orientation of the NFT sector are mainly around the
following four aspects.

Expansion of Community Circle
In 2021, the sales of high-priced items of art and collectibles increased NFT’s market awareness,
creating an obvious spillover, while the development of games, music, sports, ticketing and other
application scenarios continue to penetrate NFTs into real life. From the simple and straightforward NFT sales to interactive NFT DApps, these relevant application scenarios make NFTs more
retaining, thus digitizing life step by step. With the gradual introduction of real industry communities such as games, music and popular fashion into the crypto world, the door between the crypto
community and the real world has opened wider.

Digital Identity and Reputation
Compared with the simple model of buying and trading NFT assets, an NFT platform can create a
new type of digital identity based on the NFT assets purchased and held by users, who can then use
the digital identity to access and interact across platforms and transfer NFT assets in the derived
application scenarios. The NFT technology can also serve as an autonomous way for users to
create new identities, reputation and self-expression. NFTs thus will not be mere encapsulated data
in the pure sense. The users’ personal information, habits and preferences will be stored on-chain
in the form of data and become part of the assets held. In that way, the boundaries of the platform,
users and assets can merge into each other.
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Composable Products and the Derivatives
NFTs may give rise to a new business form, and then develop into a kind of composable product or
derivative under that business form. Saint Fame DAO, Zora and Foundation are early examples of
this trend. Participants can combine the NFT asset customized or held with another NFT asset
multiple times to mint a new NFT asset that can be redeemed using the corresponding supply chain
or sold in the open market. Such NFTs are less prone to speculative activity and maybe accepted
and obtained by wider participants.

Asset Types and Liquidity Generation
The NFT technology can assist in the digitization of real assets. Apart from the non-standard real
assets such as art collectibles, real estate assets are also being digitalized with the NFT technology
to alleviate the lack of liquidity and other issues. For example, a property located at 5828 St. Louise
Wise Avenue in the United States was listed on the NFT trading platform Mintable at a price of about
42.426 ETH.
The NFT technology can basically solve the proof-of-ownership problem of most tangible assets,
including real estate properties. Furthermore, digitalization simplifies the share-split process to
reduce the threshold of asset investment. Up to now, the NFT sector is aiming at real estate assets
as a breakthrough point, and is intensifying its digitalization attempt at the long-tail assets. In fact,
the application of NFT goes far beyond digital arts, collectibles and games. It is a digital technology
that can be used for tokenization and to exchange any kind of items with unique attributes.
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